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ABSTRACT
Computer Science (CS) education at the middle school level
using educational games has seen recent growth and shown
promising results. Typically these games teach the craft of
programming and not the perspectives required for computational thinking, such as abstraction and algorithm design,
characteristic of a CS curriculum. This research presents
a game designed to teach computational thinking via the
problem of minimum spanning trees to middle school students, a set of evaluation instruments, and the results of an
experimental pilot study. Results show a moderate increase
in minimum spanning tree performance; however, differences
between gender, collaboration method, and game genre preference are apparent. Based on these results, we discuss design considerations for future CS educational games focused
on computational thinking.

CCS Concepts
•Social and professional topics → Computational thinking; Informal education; K-12 education; •Applied
computing → Computer games;

Keywords
educational games; game design; computational thinking

1.

INTRODUCTION

The computer science (CS) education community has spent
much of its effort on introducing CS education earlier in the
curriculum, in hopes to better prepare students for a world
where procedural literacy and computational thinking is increasingly important [9, 13] as well as improve chronic issues
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of a lack of diversity in STEM fields, including CS at the university level and beyond [26]. Many of these efforts to reach
younger students are done in informal contexts such as classroom visits, summer camps, and after-school programs [5, 7,
8]. The ACM has also recently proposed a set of computing
education guidelines that can be integrated into a standard
K-12 curriculum [25], and in the UK there are already efforts in place to teach computational thinking in primary
and secondary schools [4].
Games have been a promising and popular component of
many efforts to teach CS and broaden participation. At
the middle school level, there are programs that encourage
students to create games using simplified programming environments such as Alice [3] or Scratch [18]. Others are educational games especially designed to teach CS. However,
the vast majority of these game-related outreach efforts tend
to focus on the craft and practice of programming, rather
than higher-level CS concepts [10].
With this in mind, we have developed GrACE, a puzzle
game that aims to teach computational thinking–specifically,
concepts of abstraction and algorithms [28]. The game teaches
neither the structure nor syntax of programming. Instead,
it is designed such that players must solve CS puzzles in an
algorithmic manner, thus fostering computational thinking.
Puzzles in GrACE are built around the common CS problem of finding a graph’s minimum spanning tree (MST).
This problem was chosen due to the relative ease of mapping graphs onto spatial puzzles, the existence of many algorithms to solve the problem, and its property that even
finding an incorrect solution (such as finding a spanning tree
that is not minimal) still can involve computational thinking. Thompson and Bell also find the MST problem useful
for mapping to a CS educational game due to the need for
players to identify algorithms [23].
With this game, we explore the use of procedural content
generation (PCG) to aid in computational thinking. Computer generated puzzles bring advantages including rapid
puzzle creation and a guarantee all puzzles meet desired
graph structure and aesthetic design constraints. Additionally, the incorporation of PCG means players can request
new puzzles on demand increasing the amount of in-game
content available to them to practice different strategies [21].
We conjecture that by seeing a larger variety of content,

players receive a better understanding of the underlying concept [22]. We further believe that seeing content variety in
a collaborative setting will push discussions among players
toward abstracted solutions.
Our long-term goals are to come up with an appropriate puzzle design to foster computational thinking in middle
school students and to study the educational benefit of including PCG in educational games. In this paper, we present
the evaluation instruments and results of an experimental pilot study of the current design of GrACE. Our contribution
is a set of design insights into how to construct and evaluate educational games that do not aim to specifically teach
programming, but rather focus on high-level concepts.

2.

up with the following three exploratory propositions:
Proposition 1. Experiencing variety leads to increased
learning gains in computational thinking compared to no
variety.
Propostion 2. Working in a collaborative context leads
to increased learning gains in computational thinking than
in an individual context.
Propostion 3. Experiencing variety in a collaborative
context leads to increased learning gains in computational
thinking compared to no variety in an individual context.
To explore these propositions and, more broadly, our game
and evaluation design, we implemented an independent 2x2
factorial design as part of a pilot study. The two 2-level
independent variables (IVs) are PCG (PCG vs. No-PCG)
and Collaboration (Individual vs. Collaborative).

RELATED WORK

Many game initiatives for teaching CS exist. Existing CS
games frequently focus on teaching programming, either using actual code or a simulated programming-like set of tasks
[10]. Those that do support multiplayer activities are typically competitive rather than collaborative, and rhetorically
the games often position each player as a solitary character
working alone towards a goal. In contrast, GrACE casts the
player as a helpful character who needs to use their reasoning skills to help a friend, encouraging collaboration even
though it is a single-player game.
The focus on competition in educational CS games is seemingly at odds with the value of collaboration in other aspects
of CS education. Pair programming [27] is a common practice in introductory programming courses, with benefits to
student learning arising from the ability to share strategies
and point out potential errors during collaboration. Research in educational games in other fields, such as mathematics, shows competition can be more effective for achieving learning outcomes, but collaboration is still effective and
can lead to greater student interest [11, 16].
Most educational games use content that was scripted by
the human authors of the game. Procedural content generation (PCG) is the practice of “creating game content automatically, through algorithmic means” [24]. Refraction [20]
is an example of a math education game that has procedurally generated puzzles. It uses PCG to create its puzzles both to ease authoring effort (by having the computer
take on this design role) as well as make hard guarantees
about the properties of levels from both an educational and
aesthetic perspective. However, Refraction simply replaces
a typical human-designed level with a computer-designed
level; it does not take advantage of the existence of an ondemand puzzle designer during gameplay. GrACE uses similar technology to Refraction to generate its puzzles, and allows players to request new puzzles at the same difficulty
level on demand throughout the game.
Our work examines differences in performance based on
whether players had exposure to many different levels, as
well as the impact on the use of PCG when players collaborate but are seeing different puzzles from each other. It has
been argued that PCG may be useful for educational games
through allowing players to explore alternate problems, and
communicate abstracted strategies with each other [22].

3.

3.1

Participants

The experiment was implemented as part of a two week
summer program at Northeastern University. This program
selects 48 middle school talented students each year, and focuses on STEM content. The program historically supports
underserved and underrepresented students with limited opportunities and is free of charge.
During the day of implementation, 43 students participated with the consent of their parents, 22 identifying as
female and 21 as male. Ages ranged from 10 to 13 (M =
11.9, SD = 0.85). Four participants identified as Hispanic
or Latino, 12 reported to be Asian, nine Black or African
American, 12 White, and six as “other” (with four participants preferring not to answer).

3.2

Materials

All materials mentioned in this section are publicly archived.1

3.2.1

Game

GrACE has a nature-based theme, chosen as a result of
focus testing with middle school students to determine the
appeal of a variety of metaphors. The game is centered
on two characters–a mouse and a rabbit–who are collecting
vegetables. Vegetables (nodes) in the ground are connected
by cracks (edges) that only the mouse can fit through. Edge
weight corresponds to the amount of bunny energy needed to
dig along a crack. Players control the mouse as it explores
the map and flags cracks for the rabbit. To minimize the
bunny’s digging energy, players must find and flag the MST.
An example can be seen in Fig. 1
Initially, players can only see the starting node and the
nodes connected to it. The player chooses an edge to traverse at which point the next node and its connections are
revealed. This mechanic discourages players from solving
the puzzle visually by examining the entire graph at once.
Instead, we designed the game around limited information
exploration to encourage stepwise thinking and mimicry of
MST solving algorithms.
We used two game versions in accordance with the PCG
manipulation: one version with PCG and one without. The
standard version contains 11 difficulty levels, each with a
single associated puzzle pre-generated by the computer and
the same across all instances of the game. These puzzles
were each chosen at random from the set of levels used in
the PCG version, to limit accidental biasing from including

METHODS

Based on our ideas of the potential for PCG for education
and the possible mediating role of collaboration, we came
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tual understanding of the MST. Previous studies on computational thinking have included tests that made effective use
of measuring change in students’ conceptual understanding
through design scenarios [2] or concept exams [14] specific to
the software being tested. To allow for objective comparison
across students, we provided a multiple choice assessment
along the lines of the concept exams. In contrast to previous studies, we opted for questions not only about solving
MST problems in the context of the specific software but
also about solving MST problems with another metaphor
and in an abstract manner. The goal with this is to measure knowledge transfer from the game to other contexts.
We created two tests, each with a different but similar
puzzle for all three contexts: game, metaphor, and abstract.
Each puzzle has three associated questions with four choice
options for each question. Consistently across the puzzles,
one question concerned the problem of adding a single edge,
one about removing a single edge, and one about correcting
an incorrect spanning tree. The questions were developed
independently, validated by the three test question authors,
and error-checked by a fourth researcher on the team.
Game. For these questions, we edited screenshots of random puzzles from the PCG version and constructed questions using similar language to that used in the game.
Metaphor. Here we adapted the “Muddy City” exercise
from CS Unplugged [1]. In our adaptation, we simplified the
language of this roads network problem because the students
had to read it to themselves, and redid the artwork to make
it clearer and easier to modify.
Abstract. These puzzles were based on a typical graph
with nodes and edges that we referred to as circles and lines.

Figure 1: Screenshot c Northeastern University.

human-authored puzzles. Players can restart their puzzle
and access previously played puzzles once completed. In addition, the PCG version allows for the possibility at anytime
to press a “random” button to generate a new puzzle with
the same difficulty level. We generated 100 puzzles for each
level in advance, making the PCG version contain 1,100 puzzles in total. Level one contained two nodes and one edge
to demonstrate basic game mechanics. Level 11 contained
nine nodes and 16 edges.
Maps were created using a constraint-based, Answer Set
Programming (ASP) method [19]. Graph constraints included the number of nodes and edges, minimum and maximum weights for edges, node connectivity, and a valid MST.
Aesthetic constraints were the map size, distance between
nodes, valid edge intersection angles, and various art tile layout rules. Constraints were separated so that future art implementations could have their own set of constraints swapped
with the current set and not impact the core map generation.
The game was instrumented to track all player actions
(e.g. placing or removing a flag, submitting an answer) and
game states (e.g. mouse and bunny energy).

3.2.2

3.3

This study was run as part of a “computational thinking”
activity in the summer program. We randomly assigned
students to a computer, and evenly distributed them across
the conditions; however, due to a slightly lower turnout and
one student opt-out, we had fewer students in both PCG
conditions. We counterbalanced the comprehension test to
rule out the difficulty of the test as a bias.
The experiment started in a single classroom where students received their pre-questionnaire, pre-test and lab assignment. Instructions for the game were then provided by
a facilitator without mentioning the MST concept or the
game’s relationship to CS. One lab held all students in the
individual condition, the other had students in the collaborative condition. We divided both spaces such that one half
was assigned to the PCG condition and the other half to the
No-PCG condition to minimize interference. Assigned pairs
played next to each other and were encouraged to communicate and look at each other’s screens. In the individual
condition, students were discouraged from interacting. All
facilitators followed a script instructing them how to respond
during the questionnaires, tests and gameplay.
Students completed the post-questionnaire and post-test
after the game, followed by a semi-structured discussion on
the topic of CS and the MST concept in particular. The
experiment took three hours, with one hour of gameplay.

Questionnaires

The pre-questionnaire involved an adaptation of the 22item New Computer Game Attitude Scale (NCGAS), which
was developed to evaluate middle school students’ attitudes
toward educational games [12]. In our adaptation, we used
the Liking and Leisure constructs, and adapted it to a 7point Likert scale for consistency with our other measures.
Liking (3 items; α = .760) measures how much the students
like playing video games; Leisure (5 items; α = .856) measures the degree to which video games are incorporated in
the leisure time of students.
On the post-questionnaire we included a scale on Game
Experience to assess what students’ opinions are of the game.
We created two anticipated constructs, Enjoyment (α = .93)
and Difficulty (α = .78), each with four 7-point Likert items.
The post-questionnaire ended with demographics questions
and questions about game-playing and school subject preferences, where students were requested to check any genre
or topic that they liked.

3.2.3

Procedure

4.

RESULTS

For the purposes of this paper, we limit ourselves to reporting the main results that we derived on demographics,
gameplay, and the performance on the comprehension test.

Comprehension Test

The comprehension test was developed to measure concep-
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4.1

Demographics

culty item “I thought it was hard”.
The game data revealed that students in the collaboration
condition took longer to play the game with an average level
time of 111 seconds (SD = 33.3) compared to individual
participants’ average of just 85 seconds (SD = 28.5), t(40)
= 2.67, p = .01, r = .39. Somewhat related and nearing
significance is that students in the individual condition (Mdn
= 11, IQR = 9-11) were more likely to complete the final
level than the collaboration condition (Mdn = 9, IQR =
7.5-10.5), χ2 (1) = 3.93, p = .056. Every student was able
to complete at least level 5 (4 nodes and 5 edges).
The “random” button was used a total of 125 times by
the 19 students in the PCG group (M = 6.58, SD = 6.74).
No statistically significant difference was seen between the
collaboration and individual groups. The button was used
most on Level 6 at 31 times (24.8%), followed by Level 8 at
25 (20%) and level seven at 23 (18.4%). The “random” was
not used by seven students and—surprisingly—on Level 11.

The majority (61.9%) reported playing games more than
1-2 days a week. There were no strong preferences or dislikes
of genres. Based on the preferences for school subjects, with
32 (74.4%) indicating a liking for math and 33 (76.6%) a
liking for science, it is clear that this is a group with a bias
towards STEM content. In terms of gender differences, boys
reported to play more than girls, χ2 (1) = 4.39, p = .036, V
= .371. Boys further reported to like playing adventure and
action games more so than girls, for both χ2 (1) = 10.5, p
= .001, V = .495. For school subjects, girls liked art and
language and literature better, respectively χ2 (1) = 7.21, p
= .001, V = .409 and χ2 (1) = 6.89, p = .007, V = .400.
Boys, on the other hand, report liking technology better,
χ2 (1) = 4.06, p = .044, V = .309. No racial differences
were observed in game and school subject preferences.
The results regarding game attitude suggest that the majority like games but are more spread in their opinion when
it comes to the role of games in their leisure time. The variety in Leisure is partially a result of a difference in gender,
t(40) = -5.67, p < .001, r = .73, with girls disagreeing more
about its importance. This finding is consistent with the
gender difference in frequency of playing.

4.2

4.3

Comprehension

Independent Samples T-tests show that there is no significant difference between the two versions on the total scores
before and after the game, suggesting that the test versions
are equal in difficulty. Test scores were calculated by providing one point per correctly answered question. Thus, with
nine questions students could get a maximum score of nine
points. Even though MST problem was likely unfamiliar to
students, they performed quite well on the pre-test (Mpre
= 5.71, SDpre = 2.13) and marginally but significantly improved their performance on the post-test (Mpre = 6.37,
SDpre = 2.33), t(41) = 2.40, p = .021, r = .35. Of note is
that the number of students with a perfect score increased
from two (4.8%) to nine students (21%).
Table 1 provides an overview of the average improvement
across conditions on the overall test and on the specific puzzles as well as kinds of questions. The table implies there
are differences across the conditions. The collaborative conditions seem to improve less so than the individual ones,
and this seems especially true for the collaborative condition with PCG, suggesting an interaction effect exists. No
strong significant difference appears at first; however, in exploring the data a surprising finding was that students who
liked the action genre (M pre = 5.61, SD pre = 1.97; M post =
6.88, SD post = 1.92) improved more than students who did
not (M pre = 5.84, SD pre = 2.36; M post = 5.74, SD post =
2.68), t(40) = 2.73, p = .009, r = .40. None of the other demographics had such an influence. As boys liked the action
genre more so than girls, we performed 2x2 ANCOVA analyses with PCG (PCG vs. No-PCG) and Collaboration (Ind.
vs. Coll.) as between-subjects factors and with gender and
action as covariates. On the total improvement this revealed
a main effect of action, F (1, 36) = 10.1, p = .003, ηp2 = .22,
and Collaboration, F (1, 36) = 4.69, p = .037, ηp2 = .12.
The effects of gender (p = .20) and PCG (p = .67) were insignificant; however, the interaction effect between PCG and
Collaboration approximates significance, F (1, 36) = 3.64, p
= .064, ηp2 = .09. The interaction effect is significant on the
abstract puzzles specifically, F (1, 37) = 5.36, p = .026, ηp2 =
.13. As exemplified in Table 1, we can see that students in
the individual condition with PCG improved more so than
in the No-PCG conditions, whereas in the collaborative condition with PCG the performance seems to be less than in
the No-PCG conditions.

Gameplay

Investigating the items associated with Enjoyment, it becomes clear that a strong majority agreed or strongly agreed
they had fun and majorities further indicated they would
recommend this to a friend, play it at home, and learned
from it. Despite the enjoyment, in exploring the items associated with Difficulty, it shows that majorities thought it was
frustrating, challenging, and hard. In contrast, the majority
disagreed that they felt bored. No differences are found on
gender and race, except for the Enjoyment item “I thought
it was fun”. It turns out girls (Mdn = 5, IQR = 4-6) agreed
with this less than boys (Mdn = 6.5, IQR = 5-7), U = 144,
p = .047, r = .31.
Both Liking and Leisure correlate with Enjoyment, respectively r = .40, p = .009 and r = .309, p = .049, which
further suggests an initial predisposition is of influence in
how the game is experienced. It is then not surprising to
find that students who play more than 1-2 days a week enjoyed the game more than those who play less, t(39) = 2.91,
p = .006, r = .42. Liking, leisure, and frequency of play do
not relate to Difficulty.
There are aspects that do relate to Difficulty. Those who
like puzzle and strategy games perceived less difficulty than
those who do not, respectively t(41) = 2.31, p = .026, r
= .34 and t(40) = 2.73, p = .009, r = .40. Interestingly,
the same is true for students with a preference for sports
games and physical education, respectively t(21) = 2.54, p
= .019, r = .48 and t(41) = 2.11, p = .041, r = .31. This
may suggest that these students like a challenge and have a
different perception of difficulty. Surprisingly, it is students
with an interest in simulation and role-playing games that
scored higher on Enjoyment, respectively t(40) = 2.41, p =
.021, r = .36 and t(40) = 2.22, p = .032, r = .33.
Regarding the conditions, it appears students in the PCG
conditions agreed more with the Difficulty item “I felt frustrated”, t(41) = 2.47, p = .018, r = .36. For the collaborative
conditions it is interesting to note that it approaches significance for agreeing more on the Enjoyment item “I would
recommend this game to a friend”(.061 ) and on the Diffi-
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Test Measure
Total
Game
Roads network
Abstract
Addition
Deletion
Correction

Ind. x No-PCG
(N=12)
1.08 (1.44)
0.50 (1.09)
0.50 (0.52)
0.08 (1.00)
0.17 (0.86)
0.42 (0.90)
0.50 (0.80)

Coll. x No-PCG
(N=12)
0.67 (1.30)
0.17 (0.94)
0.33 (0.78)
0.17 (1.03)
-0.08 (0.90)
0.42 (0.90)
0.33 (0.89)

Ind. x PCG
(N=8)
1.13 (1.73)
0.63 (1.51)
-0.25 (1.04)
0.75 (1.03)
0.50 (0.76)
0.25 (1.16)
0.38 (1.30)

Coll. x PCG
(N=10)
-0.30 (2.31)
0.30 (1.49)
-0.30 (1.33)
-0.30 (0.95)
0.00 (0.94)
-0.10 (0.99)
-0.20 (0.92)

Overall
(N=42)
0.64 (1.73)
0.38 (1.21)
0.12 (0.97)
0.14 (1.03)
0.12 (0.86)
0.26 (0.96)
0.26 (0.96)

Table 1: Comprehension test improvement across conditions, in M (SD). The test is separated into three
representations (original game aesthetic, road network metaphor and abstract) and three concepts (edge
addition, edge deletion and completed tree correction). Conditions are broken down by Individual (Ind.) vs
Collaboration (Coll.) and PCG vs No-PCG.

5.

DISCUSSION

is also challenging. While frustration may be linked to game
enjoyment overall, this effect is something that requires more
dedicated study. It is clear that the context in which PCG
is used and how it is integrated into the game’s overall mechanics must be carefully considered.
Fun vs. frustration Students reported a high rate of
enjoyment for the game but also found it frustrating, challenging, and hard. This is perhaps tied to Papert’s concept
of “hard fun” in educational games: not that players find a
game fun despite it being hard, but that they find it fun because it is hard [15]. While many educational games work to
simplify concepts and offer extremely gentle introductions,
with GrACE it seems that its difficulty is important for the
enjoyment of the game. Our future work will include examining what specifically it is about the game that students
find frustrating by looking at patterns in behavior from the
game data, analyzing player demographics more in-depth,
and testing additional iterations of the game.
Beyond gender: Understanding player profiles. Researchers have often discussed the importance of designing
games that are accessible to girls, either by attempting to
understand the design preferences exhibited by girls [6, 5]
or by incorporating stereotypically feminine play styles and
preferences into a game’s design to make it “gender-neutral”
[17]. However, our results show that while gender identity
can influence player enjoyment, it is not alone responsible.
Indeed, genre preferences (such as a preference for puzzle
games, action games, or competitive sports games) have an
impact on both experience and outcome performance, independent from gender. This points to the need for a deeper
understanding of a target audience, refocusing design efforts
away from looking at gender alone.

Our experience with designing the game, constructing instruments to evaluate it, and performing a pilot study has
led to a number of design insights and areas for future study.
It should be noted that the current study is limited by using
a biased group of diverse but well performing students who
are interested in STEM.
The potential of PCG and collaboration. With the
results in this instance of GrACE, we must outright reject
Proposition 2 since the opposite happened. The students in
the collaboration conditions improved less. The possibility
to discuss with partners does not outweigh playing more exercises, and it was noticeable that pairs played less and got
less far. Future research should look into the communication between pairs and ways to better support collaboration
through the game. Although an interaction effect seems to
happen, it is also different than expected. PCG is only beneficial for those who play alone. For that reason we need
to reject Proposition 3 about the multiplier effect of PCG
and Collaboration too. However, we can partially accept
Proposition 1. The current data provides an indication that
when PCG is used in an individual context, increased learning gains are a result. The fact this is especially noticeable
for the abstract puzzles is a promising result. Teaching abstract thinking is a difficult yet important skill to master,
especially for students aspiring to a CS career.
Designing for collaboration. In keeping with other
findings for educational games in non-CS STEM fields [11,
16], our findings suggest that players are more likely to recommend the game to a friend in the collaboration condition,
yet perform better in the game in the individual condition.
The goal of informal learning interventions is to be both
engaging and educational. The Collaboration condition in
GrACE does not involve students collaborating on the same
puzzle, but rather collaborating to help each other with their
own puzzles outside the game. In future versions of the
game, we intend to explore ways to make this strategy-level
collaboration more explicit and occur within the game in
order to achieve a positive collaborative learning effect.
Placing content generation in context. A common
argument in the game design and PCG community is that
additional content leads to replayability and enjoyment [21].
However, our findings show that playing in the PCG condition leads to greater frustration. One possible explanation
for this is that students who are struggling with one particular puzzle may generate new content hoping for an easier
puzzle, but instead find one at the same difficulty level that

6.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed the results from an experimental pilot study of GrACE, a game designed to foster computational thinking through PCG and collaboration, with
the aim of retrieving design insights into the creation and
evaluation of this CS educational game. While the game
achieved a moderate improvement in the conceptual understanding of the MST problem, multiple unexpected insights
were found such as the need for designing explicitly for collaboration, and the need to more deeply understand player
profiles. These design insights are guiding our future work
with GrACE, and can serve as guidelines for others interested in developing CS educational games.
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